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Listening and Speaking
I. Ask one of your classmates to read out the main headlines in the newspaper. Then discuss
each headline in class.
(4M)
II. Imagine that you have a younger brother or sister who is very lazy.
		 Role play in class and to explain why we should not be lazy. Explain how being lazy 			
		 will bring trouble and unhappiness in life. Also discuss how we can avoid being lazy.
		 Try to convince your sibling to bring about a change in him or her.		

(5M)

Reading
I. Answer briefly.

(2 x 1 = 2)

1. How did she get over her fear ?
		
		
2. Why was he surprised when he saw Mini after his return from the prison ?

		
II. Read the story and answer the questions.

(3 x 1 = 3)

1. Why was it called the valley of Diamonds ?				
		
		
2. Where did Sinbad live ? Describe the surroundings.
		
		
3. According to you, what kind of person was Sinbad ?				
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III. Reference to context.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1. What was the challenge ?						
		
		
2. Why do you think Tenali Raman asked for some time ?				
		
		
3. Did the speaker succeed in winning the challenge ?				
		
		
4. Why was the wolf not happy with his life ?					
		
		
5. How did the dog promise to help him ?			

`			

		
		

Writing
I. Think of the kind of life you would like to live 20 years from now. Write about it. What would you
want - money, wisdom, fame, luck ? Explain why ?

(5M)

II. Write a few sentences about your father. Explain what you like best about him. What does he do
for you amd your family ? Why are you lucky to have him as your father ?

(5M)

Grammar
I. Complete the sentences using the words from the grid.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. We ___________________ go out for a drive.
2. They _____________________ play the match.
3. It ____________________ rain this evening.
4. Tigers ____________________ become extinct if we do not protect them.
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II. Complete the sentences with the help of clues in the brackets.

(3 x 1 = 3)

1. Vidhi (write) _____________________ along letter to her mother last evening.
2. After she ( finish) _____________________ lunch she left home.
3. The doctor checked Ramesh’s hand  and (find) ___________________________ that he had
		 broken it.
III. Change the sentences into questions. Begin each question with do/does.

(3 x 1 = 3)

1. The driver drives carefully.
		
		
2. He is hard working.
		
		
3. The strawberry is sweet.
		
		

Vocabulary
I. Add suffixes to the words in brackets. Then fill the blanks with the correct words.

(5 x 1= 5)

1. Suzzie is a very (like) ________________________ person.
2. Ashok’s car is very (colour) ______________________________
3. The blue whale is the (large) _____________________ mammal on our planet.
4. That was a (wonder) _______________________ meal !
5. This torch is (bright) ____________________________ than my house bulb.
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II. Use the following verbs (believe, fill, get, look, put, switch, take, throw, turn, try) and the
prepositions (away, down, for,  in, off, on, out) and form meaning ful sentences.

(6 x 1= 6)

1. The pencil is really old. You can _________________ it ___________________.
2. Does your little sister _______________________ demons ?
3. It’s dark inside. Can you _________________________ the light, please ?
4. It’s so noisy here. Can you _____________________ the TV ?
5. The firemen were able to _________________ the fire.
6. It’s warm inside ________________ your socks.

HHHH
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